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Abstract
Assembling novel genomes from scratch is a never ending process unless and until the homo sapiens cover all the living
organisms! On top of that, this denovo approach is employed by RNASeq and Metagenomics analysis. Functional identification
of the scaffolds or transcripts from such drafted assemblies is a substantial step routinely employs a well-known BlastX program
which facilitates a user to search DNA query against NCBI-Protein (NR:~120Gb) database. In spite of having multicoreprocessing option, blastX is an elongated process for the bulk of lengthy Queryinputs. Tremendous efforts are constantly being
applied to solve this problem by increasing computational power, GPU-Based computing, Cloud computing and Hadoop based
approach which ultimately requires gigantic cost in terms of money and processing. To address this issue, here we have come up
with SHIVGAMI, which automates the entire process using perl and shell scripts, which divide, distribute and process the input
FASTA sequences as per the CPU-cores availability amongst the computational units individually. Linux operating system, NR
database and blastX program installations are prerequisites for each system. The beauty of this stand-alone automation program
SHIVGAMI is it requires the LAN connection exactly twice: During ‘query distribution’ and at the time of ‘process completion’.
In initial phase, it divides the fasta sequences according to the individual computer's core-capability. Then it will evenly distribute
all the data along with small automation scripts which will run the blastX process to the respective computational unit and send
back the results file to the master computer. The master computer finally combines and compiles the files into a single result.
This simple automation converts a computer lab into a GRID without investment of any software, hardware and man-power. In
short, SHIVGAMI is a time and cost savior tool for all users starting from commercial firm to a common man, utilises the "Little
Drops of Water make a Mighty Ocean" concept without any requirement of parallel processing. The automation and compilation
of SHIVGAMI is under process and will be freely available shortly to the users .
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